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Celebrate with us!!
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We are 50% funded for our new building expansion
project and want to celebrate with a special
Groundbreaking Celebration!
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The day will include:
 Photo opportunities for everyone to shovel some dirt
and share the excitement!
 Potluck style lunch for everyone to enjoy!
 Important parent meeting to reveal some key
elements of our children & youth ministries!
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Main dish, drinks, & tableware provided by the church
Please bring the following to “pitch in” to the meal:
Last Names A-G bring a dessert to share
Last Names H-M bring any type of salad to share
Last Names N-Z bring a fruit or vegetable to share
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* please make portions equivalent to a large family gathering to
ensure there will be enough food for everyone! Thanks!!
{See Carol Coe if you’d like to assist with the luncheon}
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May 7 is also
“Drive your Classic Car to Church Day”
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As we continue our series
“All Things New,” we want to see
tangible expressions of restoration!
See Pastor Steve for details!
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